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 Concerns for the Earth's climate, combined with the need to satisfy the increasing 

energy needs of a growing world population, have led us to reaffirm, within the scientific 

community, the importance of developing new attractive energy sources and to stress the 

necessity to remove obstacles that have existed along the path to this goal.  Relevant obstacles 

include intellectual inertia, the power of large bureaucracies, investments in existing 

technologies, etc. 

 An attractive source of energy is the exploitation of well-identified fusion reactions that 

has required the development of a new discipline: the physics of high energy plasmas 

dominated by collective processes which were unknown when research on nuclear fusion 

reactors started.  In fact, the acquired knowledge of these processes has played a key role in the 

understanding of discoveries made by in situ observations in space, that is within the 

Heliosphere, and by the advent of high energy astrophysics (e.g. X-ray and gamma-ray 

astronomy).  At the same time, progress has been made in the advanced technology needed to 

generate high magnetic fields in relatively large volumes that has led to obtain well-confined 

high density plasmas (e.g. composed of electrons and deuterium nuclei) with the characteristics 

needed to produce, for the first time on Earth, self-heated fusion reacting plasmas for both 

physics investigations and as possible useful energy production. 

 Thus the high field compact machine approach pioneered by the Alcator line of 

experiments at MIT is recognized to be at the forefront in the effort to reach, on a near term 

and realistic basis, controlled near ignition conditions in (plasma) mixtures of Deuterium and 

Tritium (the heavy Hydrogen isotopes). 

 The Ignitor Project developed with contributions by U.S. and Italian contributions has 

been conceived with this goal.  A detailed design of the relevant machine, that includes the 

fabrication of prototypes of its main components, has been carried out involving both industrial 

groups and research institutions.  The funds for the construction of the core of the machine 

have been approved by the Italian government in the framework of a collaboration with Russia 

on the Ignitor Project. 



A fundamental (but not sufficiently 

recognized) difficulty is that the basic 

concepts of thermodynamics cannot be 

relied upon in order to understand the 

dynamics of thermonuclear plasmas, like 

that of space and most astrophysical 

plasmas. 



 
A SPECTRUM OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS 

Given the state of fusion research and the options of its advancements that are available, it seems appropriate 
that a spectrum of experimental programs be undertaken as exemplified by the following: 

 
1. A program aimed at identifying the collective modes in burning plasma close to ignition conditions.  A 

program of this kind has to be based, in order to achieve its goals, on the high magnetic field technologies 
developed for the Alcator (MIT), Frascati Torus (ENEA) and Ignitor Programs.  Ignitor is in fact the first 
machine designed with this objective. 

2. A program on plasma confinement configurations sustained by the injection of high energy particle 
populations as pioneered by the GDT program Russia and the Tri Alpha Energy program in the US. 

3. A program aimed at producing nearly steady state configurations such as that developed by the Tokamak 
Energy group of the U.K. 

4. A program aimed at developing the technologies needed to achieve significant fusion burn conditions for 
D-3He and pure D plasmas. 

5. A continuation of the existing programs on tridimensional (stellarator type) confinement configurations. 
6. A more coordinated program than the existing isolated efforts on fusion with polarized nuclei given the 

advantages that this would offer. 
7. An effort to integrate the Iter project with the outlined portfolio of programs offering valuable 

contributions to the physics of large volume plasmas. 
 

Clearly, all of these programs involve considerable risks of failure but the benefits of possible successes and of 
technology and physics advancements that they can generate can justify their costs. 

 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS AND IGNITION CONDITIONS 

The nuclear reactions that are considered for fusion research are as follows 
 
• D-T 
• D-3He 
• D-D 
• p-11B 
 

Their properties are well known but the difficulties and advantages of employing them for fusion reactors are not 
equally well known.  The DT reaction is the easiest to exploit in order to investigate the physics of fusion burning 
plasmas given its considerable reactivity at relatively low plasma temperatures.  In reality the development of the 
high magnetic field technologies introduced in fusion research for the investigation of the fusion burn conditions 
of D-T plasmas can be extended to envisioned design experimental devices capable of exploring D-D and D-3He 
burn conditions. 

Referring to D-T plasmas, the reaction products are a neutron (𝜀! = 14.1  𝑀𝑒𝑉) and an alpha particle 
(𝜀! = 3.5  𝑀𝑒𝑉).  Ignition is defined as the condition under which energy associated with the produced 𝛼 particles 
and deposited in the plasma can compensate all forms of energy loss.  An important requirement for this is that the 
burning plasma be relatively free of impurities as they increase the rate of radiation energy loss and in addition 
can lead to the excitation of impurity driven modes that can degrade energy confinement. 

The thermal energy balance at ignition can be written roughly (the appropriate averages would need to be 
specified) as 
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where 𝛼! is the fraction of 𝛼 particle energy deposited in the plasma column, 𝑛! = 𝑛! = 𝑛!/2 indicate the 
particle densities, for the temperature of interest 𝜎!𝑣 ∝ 𝑇!! and 𝜏! is a global thermal energy confinement.  Thus 
Eq. (1) leads to consider a parameter of merit 
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that (with appropriate averages) can be used as criterion for advancement toward ignition.  Unfortunately, this is 
often used without considering other important parameters such as the degree of purity 1 𝑍!"" , the partial 
degree 𝛼 particle containment, etc. to classify the results of advanced confinement experiments relative to the goal 
of ignition. 

An important intermediate goal to be reached is that of the ideal ignition condition, defined as that where 𝛼 
particle heating is sufficient to compensate the (unavoidable) bremsstrahlung radiation losses. This, for 𝑇! = 𝑇!, 
and 𝛼! = 1 corresponds to 
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and, for a homogenous plasma, leads to a temperature of about 4.5 keV.  After this condition is reached, the 
density with which a plasma column is heated can be raised without encountering a bremsstrahlung barrier.  It is 
paradoxical that no experimental program before Ignitor was proposed had been undertaken to reach the limited 
goal of ideal ignition. 

Now we must note that in a toroidal magnetically confined plasma, the maximum plasma pressure is related to 
the value of the parameter 
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where 𝐵! is the poloidal component of the magnetic field.  Then the reactivity R scales as 
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showing how important it is to devise experiments capable of sustaining relatively high poloidal fields.  Likewise, 
the parameter of merit PM scales as 
 .2
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By considering the results of a variety of significant experiments we may take 
 ,/ 321 ααατ TBnI pE ∝  (7) 

where Ip is the plasma current producing the field Bp and B is the toroidal magnetic field, and obtain 
 ,/ 3212 αααβ TBnBIP pppM ∝  (8) 

where 𝛼!,𝛼!  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝛼!  are positive numerical coefficients smaller than unity, pointing to a desirable direction that 
involves a combination of high currents and high poloidal fields [1].   

As is well known there are stability considerations that link the maximum poloidal field to the toroidal field, 
the torus aspect ratio and other geometrical characteristics.  The so-called “Iter Precipice” curve derived by 
various authors is an illustration of the scaling indicated by Eq. (5) as the poloidal field 𝐵! ∝ 𝐼! 𝑎 , 𝑎 being a 
mean minor radius of the considered toroidal configuration.  This curve shows that a decrease of the produced 
plasma current Ip, relative to that corresponding to the assumed minimal stability safety factor, results in a steep 
decrease of the generated fusion power.  Clearly Eq. (8) does not point to the necessity of constructing large scale 
devices in order to advance the physics of fusion burning plasmas contrary to widespread information supplied to 
the public opinion. 

Finally we note that, if ignition can be achieved, it becomes possible to investigate the onset and development 
of the so-called “thermonuclear instability” related to the fact that 𝜎!𝑣 ∝ 𝑇!!.  In fact, it has been shown that, as 
a result of the large values of the longitudinal to the transverse thermal conductivities, this instability can develop 
as a helical snake in a toroidal configuration [2]. 
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FIG. 1 Air core poloidal fields pioneered by (invented for) the Alcator 
machine.  Now adopted on all advanced experiments for fusion research. 
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Alcator A Chronology.docx (131 KB) [Open as Web Page]

Reply Reply All Forward

Alcator
Deborah Douglas

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:12 AM

Dear Professor Coppi,

To my great embarrassment, I find that I neglected to send you this email back on April 7th.  Your colleague Meg Rheault contacted the
museum about the whereabouts of the original Alcator A magnet.  As the attached chronology relates, this magnet had been transferred to
the MIT Museum in 1987 but due to its great size, the Plasma Science Center (now PSFC) arranged to move the magnet (and a second
magnet 1J) to the Metropolitan warehouse.  The PSC underwrote the annual storage fees.  In 1995, researchers at PSFC decided it would
like to make further use of the 1J magnet.  Unable to reach Warren Seamans, the director of the MIT Museum, who had, unbeknownst to
colleagues at PSFC had just retired, the 1J magnet was retrieved and a decision was made to scrap the Alcator A magnet.

This matter was briefly investigated by the museum in 1996 and a note in our files indicated that both magnets had be scrapped.  This
turned out to not be the case.  Both Joan Whitlow and I were hired in 1999 and we began a process to remove all museum artifacts from the
Met Warehouse.  She became confused about the whereabouts of 2 magnets that were still listed on some museum records.  With the
assistance of Dr. John Coleman, a retired PSFC physics researcher, we were able to resolve the matter.  As of May 2000, the Pulse Test
Facility was using the 1J magnet but unfortunately, Thomas Hrycaj, the PSFC administrative officer confirmed the fact that the PSFC had
decided to scrap the Alcator A magnet in 1995.

So I am very sorry to report that this artifact is not available for display.  It is, to say the least, embarrassing, even for those of us that were
not yet on staff at the time these events transpired. The coda to this story is that there has been considerable change in the management of
the museum’s collection over the past 17 years and our registrar keeps close track of artifacts that are stored off-site.  

Please let me know if you have any questions or other concerns.

With best regards,

Debbie Douglas

Deborah G. Douglas, PhD • Director of Collections and Curator of Science and Technology, MIT Museum; Research Associate, Program in Science, Technology, and Society • Room
N51-209 • 265 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge, MA 02139-4307 • ddouglas@mit.edu • 617-253-1766 telephone • 617-253-8994 facsimile • http://web.mit.edu/museum •
http://museum.mit.edu/150







 
FIG. 5. View from above the core of the Ignitor machine. 

Reprinted on the cover of a recent volume of Nuclear Fusion. 



 
 

FIG. 2. Vertical cross section of the Ignitor machine as presently designed. 



 
 

FIG. 3. Sketch of the vertical cross section of the 
 Ignitor machine where the main components are indicated. 
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FIG. 4. “Bracing, Bucking and Wedging” structural solution for the toroidial magnet.  
The objective is to minimize the unbalance between the principal stress components. 
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Table I: Main Design Parameters 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Table II: Example of Plasma Parameters Obtained  
with Modest ICRH Power (JETTO codes [10]) 

 
 

 
 
 

Toroidal plasma current Ip  (MA) 11 
Toroidal field BT (T)   13 
Major radius R0 (m)   1.32 
Minor radius a × b (m2)   0.47 × 0.86 
Elongation      1.83 
Triangularity δ    0.4 
Plasma volume V0 (m3)   10 
Edge safety factor qψ= qψ(a)  3.5 
ICRF power PICRH (MW)  6.4→12.8 
Poloidal plasma current (MA)  ≅8.4 
ICRH Pulse length (s)   4 

 

Toroidal plasma current Ip  (MA)  10 
Toroidal field BT (T)    13 
Major radius R0 (m)    1.35 
Minor radius a × b (m2)    0.46 × 0.80 
Elongation k     1.74 
Triangularity δ     0.44 
Plasma volume V0 (m3)    8.7 
Edge safety factor qψ= qψ(a)   3.5 
Central electron temperature Te0 (keV)  15.8 
Central ion temperature Ti0 (keV)  13.6 
Central electron density ne0 (m-3)  8.7 × 1020 
Alpha density parameter n*

α (m-3)  2.3 × 1018 
Fusion alpha power Pα (MW)   19.8 
Plasma stored energy W (MJ)   11.5 
OH power P0H (MW)    3.5 
Bremsstrahlung power loss Pbrem (MW)  2.3 
Poloidal beta 〈βp〉    0.22 
Toroidal beta 〈βT〉 (%)    1.2 
Bootstrap current Ibs (MA)   1.1 
Energy confinement time τE (s)   0.58 
Alpha slowing-down time τα.sd (s)  0.09 
ICRF power PICRH (MW)   2.2 
Poloidal plasma current (MA)   7.9 
ICRH Pulse length (s)    1.3 
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the components of the ITER tokamak. 









 
ITER costs are pinned down, with caveats 
External review of international fusion project comes as Department of Energy prepares to make recommendations to Congress on 
whether US should remain involved. 
•  David Kramer 

29 April 2016 
An independent review of the latest cost and schedule for ITER, the international project to develop fusion energy, has confirmed that an 
additional €4.6 billion ($5.3 billion) will be needed to complete the first stage of the experiment. 

The external review, approved by the project’s governing body at a 27 April meeting in Paris, sets December 2025 as the earliest possible date 
for experiments to begin; experiments with the potential to achieve ignition will require an additional seven years. The previous baseline, drafted 
in 2010, had set initial completion for 2020. But the review committee cautions in its report that cost and completion estimates do not include 
contingencies and “cannot yet be considered to be reliable given that some risks will inevitably materialize.” 

The report’s approval comes days before the 2 May deadline for the US Department of Energy to report to Congress on whether the US should 
remain in ITER. 

 

Workers continue construction of the ITER fusion energy facility, which has been beset by delays and cost overruns. Image credit: © ITER 
Organization 







From:  "faelli@inwind.it" <faelli@inwind.it>
Subject:  Osservazioni alla lettera del Ministro Stefania Giannini al Ministro Livanov
Date:  Wed, April 20, 2016 5:02 pm
To:  "bruno coppi" <coppi@psfc.mit.edu>

Caro Professore,

con riferimento alla lettera del 07 aprile 2016, allegata alla sua e-mail del 12 aprile c.a. a me inviata, che il  Ministro
Stefania Giannini ha indirizzato al Ministro Dmitry Livanov mi sento in dovere di illustrarLe le mie osservazioni visto
l’incredibile sviluppo della situazione.

Dalla lettera rilevo con stupore e incredulità che la realizzazione del progetto Ignitor, il più avanzato progetto al mondo che
si prefigge di raggiungere l’ignizione controllata di un plasma D-T, venga proposto di essere realizzato da una struttura
tecnico burocratica e non da chi lo ha sviluppato.

Ottenuti i finanziamenti la “vera ricerca scientifica” deve essere “libera da condizionamenti o interferenze di qualunque
genere”,  deve  quindi  essere  necessariamente  condotta,  guidata,  sviluppata  e  realizzata  dagli  ideatori  dei  progetti
(internazionalmente riconosciuti come Principal Investigator) coadiuvati dai propri team.
Strutture organizzative burocratiche non appartengono alla ricerca scientifica ma anzi ne sono la negazione.

Nella comunità scientifica nazionale e internazionale è a tutti noto chi è il padre, l’ideatore, lo studioso, il propugnatore e lo
sviluppatore del progetto Ignitor.

Nel rilevare l’arroganza di proporre per Lei, oltre tutto senza la Sua preventiva autorizzazione, al Ministro Livanov il ruolo
di  “Consigliere  Scientifico”  (funzione  priva  di  capacità  decisionali  e  di  controllo  sulla  scelta  del  personale  tecnico
scientifico nonché sui costi e sull’organizzazione)  anziché quello di Principal Investigator provo un sentimento di profonda
indignazione e di forte dubbio circa il modo efficiente ed efficace di gestire la ricerca.  

La motivazione che la lettera riporta
“tenendo conto  del  particolare  ruolo  che  il  Prof.  Coppi  ha  avuto  nel  lancio  del  programma e  la  sua
capacità di apportare un valido contributo agli aspetti scientifici del progetto, …”

a mio modo di vedere è da ritenersi nei suoi confronti Professore una insolente e arrogante mancanza di rispetto e di
riconoscimento sia della proprietà intellettuale che del valore e del peso della conoscenza scientifica, indispensabile per la
guida di una positiva riuscita della realizzazione del progetto, che ha profondi risvolti in studi fondamentali di fisica del
plasma da confermare e da Lei sviluppati e condotti. 

Essendo il progetto Ignitor nel suo complesso esistente non si spiega la motivazione della produzione dei documenti citati
nella lettera, ovvero il CDR (già realizzato e da Lei mai riconosciuto) ne tantomeno il TDS e il TDR ancora da produrre
che, a mio modo di vedere, introducono una ulteriore inappropriata e inaccettabile dilatazione dei tempi realizzativi. È agli
atti che la dilatazione dei tempi è in corso dato che la firma di intenti tra i Ministri della ricerca Italiano e Russo per la
realizzazione del progetto è dell’aprile 2010. Viene il sospetto che l’impostazione burocratica della vicenda sia funzionale a
un rinvio  a  data  da  destinarsi  della  realizzazione  del  progetto;  quello  che,  molto  verosimilmente,  sarà  certo  è  che  la
dilatazione dei tempi ha e avrà un impatto economico sui costi che gravano e graveranno sui circa ottanta milioni di euro
stanziati per realizzare il nocciolo del reattore; i fondi ad oggi spesi a quanto ammontano? 

Cordiali saluti.

Gilberto Faelli 
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Small, modular, efficient fusion plant
New design could finally help to bring the long-sought power source closer to
reality

August 10, 2015

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Advances in magnet technology have enabled researchers to propose a new design for a
practical compact tokamak fusion reactor -- and it's one that might be realized in as little as
a decade, they say. The era of practical fusion power, which could offer a nearly
inexhaustible energy resource, may be coming near.

FULL STORY

A cutaway view of the proposed ARC reactor. Thanks to
powerful new magnet technology, the much smaller,
less-expensive ARC reactor would deliver the same
power output as a much larger reactor.

Credit: Illustration courtesy of the MIT ARC team

It's an old joke that many fusion scientists have grown tired of hearing: Practical nuclear fusion
power plants are just 30 years away -- and always will be.

But now, finally, the joke may no longer be true: Advances in magnet technology have enabled researchers
at MIT to propose a new design for a practical compact tokamak fusion reactor -- and it's one that might
be realized in as little as a decade, they say. The era of practical fusion power, which could offer a nearly
inexhaustible energy resource, may be coming near.

Using these new commercially available superconductors, rare-earth barium copper oxide (REBCO)
superconducting tapes, to produce high-magnetic field coils "just ripples through the whole design," says
Dennis Whyte, a professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering and director of MIT's Plasma Science and
Fusion Center. "It changes the whole thing."

https://www.sciencedaily.com/


ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Smaller & Sooner: Exploiting High Magnetic Fields from New
Superconductors for a More Attractive Fusion Energy
Development Path

D. G. Whyte1 • J. Minervini1 • B. LaBombard1 • E. Marmar1 • L. Bromberg1 •

M. Greenwald1

Published online: 22 January 2016
! Springer Science+Business Media New York 2016

Abstract The current fusion energy development path,
based on large volume moderate magnetic B field devices

is proving to be slow and expensive. A modest develop-

ment effort in exploiting new superconductor magnet
technology development, and accompanying plasma phy-

sics research at high-B, could open up a viable and

attractive path for fusion energy development. This path
would feature smaller volume, fusion capable devices that

could be built more quickly than low-to-moderate field

designs based on conventional superconductors. Fusion’s
worldwide development could be accelerated by using

several small, flexible devices rather than relying solely on

a single, very large device. These would be used to obtain
the acknowledged science and technology knowledge

necessary for fusion energy beyond achievement of high

gain. Such a scenario would also permit the testing of
multiple confinement configurations while distributing

technical and scientific risk among smaller devices. Higher

field and small size also allows operation away from well-
known operational limits for plasma pressure, density and

current. The advantages of this path have been long rec-
ognized—earlier US plans for burning plasma experiments

(compact ignition tokamak, burning plasma experiment,

fusion ignition research experiment) featured compact
high-field designs, but these were necessarily pulsed due to

the use of copper coils. Underpinning this new approach is

the recent industrial maturity of high-temperature, high-
field superconductor tapes that would offer a truly ‘‘game

changing’’ opportunity for magnetic fusion when devel-
oped into large-scale coils. The superconductor tape form

and higher operating temperatures also open up the possi-

bility of demountable superconducting magnets in a fusion
system, providing a modularity that vastly improves sim-

plicity in the construction, maintenance, and upgrade of the

coils and the internal nuclear engineering components
required for fusion’s development. Our conclusion is that

while tradeoffs exist in design choices, for example coil,

cost and stress limits versus size, the potential physics and
technology advantages of high-field superconductors are

attractive and they should be vigorously pursued for

magnetic fusion’s development.

Keywords Magnetic fusion !Magnets ! High temperature

superconductors ! Tokamak

Background

Scale is a significant hindrance to the development of

magnetic fusion energy (MFE). Scale refers to the physical

size, cost and/or thermal power of the individual D-T
devices required to confront the acknowledged and inte-

grated, problems of economic fusion reactors: suit-
able materials, continuous availability, and large net fusion

energy gain. The combination of large scale, moderate B,

and known tokamak physics leads to the assumption of
large risk in single projects. This situation, dictated largely

by B field limits, is extremely unfavorable for the devel-

opment steps required for fusion.
A new generation of superconducting (SC) tapes puts

within reach loss-free conductors with peak magnetic field

on coil B [20 Tesla, nearly double those allowed by
‘‘standard’’ Nb3Sn superconductors such as used in ITER.
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Abstract 

An explanation of the observed improvement in H-mode pedestal characteristics with increasing core plasma 

pressure or poloidal beta, pol  , as observed in MAST and JET, is sought in terms of the impact of the 

Shafranov shift,   , on ideal ballooning MHD stability. To illustrate this succinctly, a self-consistent treatment 

of the low magnetic shear region of the  '' s  stability diagram is presented using the large aspect ratio 

Shafranov equilibrium, but enhancing  both   and    so that they compete with each other. The method of 

averaging, valid at low s, is used to simplify the calculation and demonstrates how  ,   , plasma shaping and 

‘average favourable curvature’ all contribute to stability. 

 

1. Introduction 

Tokamak performance in H-mode is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the edge pedestal 

namely its steepness and width, since these determine the effective edge temperature which provides 

the boundary condition for core transport models [1]. The EPED model [2], which is based on the 

stability of the edge plasma to ideal MHD peeling-ballooning modes [3, 4], can be used to determine 

these quantities. There is experimental evidence, e.g. from {DIII-D [5], JT-60U [6], ASDEX Upgrade 

[7], JET [8] and  MAST [9] and, that the pedestal characteristics improve as the core plasma pressure, 

or poloidal beta, pol , increases. This appears to be related to improvements in the ideal MHD 

stability [10, 11]. The purpose of this note is to explain the origin of this in terms of basic tokamak 

equilibrium concepts, namely the effects on the familiar  '' s  stability diagram of the Shafranov 

shift, )(r , plasma shaping and ‘favourable average curvature’. 

The stability against high-n ballooning modes is usually investigated in full toroidal geometry, but 

with the stability boundaries being described in terms of a normalised pressure gradient parameter, 

'' , and plasma current density, j , or equivalently the magnetic shear, s  , local to the magnetic 

surface being analysed. However this description hides other potential equilibrium dependencies such 

as on the Shafranov shift, )(r , which is a consequence of the global pressure profile, i.e. the 

plasma  beta,  , and the surface shape (e.g. ellipticity,  ).  A role for the Shafranov shift has been 

proposed [11, 121], but it is not readily separable from other potential causes. In order to understand 

these aspects it is useful to develop a model ballooning equation that explicitly contains such 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
The magnetosphere of Uranus at solstice (the time of the Voyager 2 flyby). Upper left and right panels show the configuration at 
different phases of the planet’s 18-hour spin period (see Bagenal, Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci., 20, 289, 1992 ). The lower panel 
shows a numerical simulation of the helical magnetotail (Toth et al., JGR, 109, A11210, 2004). 
 

as one connected entity. This illustrates the fact that galaxy clusters are well defined, fundamental
building blocks of our Universe.

Figure 1. The Coma cluster of galaxies as
seen in X-rays in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey
(underlaying red color) and the optically
visible galaxy distribution in the Palomar Sky
Survey Image (galaxy and stellar images from
the digitized POSS plate superposed in grey).

As largest cosmic objects they display several interesting astrophysical superlatives: (i) the ICM is the
hottest thermal equilibrium plasma that we can study in detail, with temperatures up to two orders of
magnitude larger than the temperature in the center of the sun, (ii) the gravitational potential of clusters
gives rise to the largest effect of light deflection with deflection angles exceeding half an arcmin,
producing the most spectacular gravitational lensing effects (e.g. Hattori et al. 1999), (iii) the hot plasma
cloud of the ICM casts the darkest shadows onto the cosmic microwave background through the
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (at wavelengths below about 1.4 mm they are seen as surface brightness
enhancements) (e.g. Birkinshaw 1999), and (iv) the merger of galaxy clusters produces the largest energy
release in the Universe after the big bang itself with energies up to orders of 1063 erg (e.g. Feretti et al.
2002).

X-ray observations and X-ray spectroscopy are the most important tools to obtain detailed information on
cluster properties and the processes occuring in their ICM as will be illustrated in this article. In section 2
we will explain how observable X-ray spectra can be understood and modeled. In section 3 we show how
this spectral modeling is applied to study the thermal structure of the ICM that also provides the tool for
measuring cluster masses. Section 4 deals with the diagnostics of the central regions of clusters where
massive cooling is prevented by AGN heating in those objects where the cooling time is short enough for
effective cooling. In section 5 we illustrate how the observed spectral lines can be used for the chemical
analysis of the ICM and what can be learned from these observations. In section 6 we take a look into the
physics of plasma under non-equilibrium ionization conditions and in the last section, 7, we provide an
outlook on the capabilities and potential of X-ray instruments planned for the future.

 





 














